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Abstract

parameters such as tile sizes must be chosen well.
Both conditions are met automatically, for some
specific kernels, by special-purpose packages (e.g.,
PHiPAC [1], ATLAS [29], and FFTW [7]). Our
work is a step towards meeting those two conditions automatically—for any program—in a generalpurpose compiler.
In particular, our compiler is better than previous ones at optimizing Gauss-Seidel relaxation
and multigrid, and we offer an optional simulatedannealing search over tile sizes and other parameters. Thus, we allow programmers to code straightforwardly but still achieve great performance.
State-of-the-art transformations used in the handoptimization of multigrid (e.g., Douglas et al. [6] and
Sellappa and Chatterjee [24]) inspired the novel compiler optimizations that we describe below. The resulting system is innovative for its ability to tile and
fuse loops in a natural and non-restrictive way (section 3). When multiple loops are tiled and fused
together, efficient data reuse and array contraction
can be crucial to performance. Our variant of array
contraction (section 4) is similar to that of Strout et
al. [26], but it can realize much greater savings.
This paper summarizes highlights of the first author’s dissertation [22]. Much more detail, including
extensions for the parallel case, may be found there.
Here, we focus on sequential compiler optimizations
and assessments of their effectiveness.

Scientific programs often include multiple loops over
the same data; interleaving parts of different loops
may greatly improve performance. We exploit this
in a compiler for Titanium, a dialect of Java. Our
compiler combines reordering optimizations such as
loop fusion and tiling with storage optimizations such
as array contraction (eliminating or reducing the size
of temporary arrays).
The programmers we have in mind are willing to
spend some time tuning their code and their compiler parameters. Given that, and the difficulty in
statically selecting parameters such as tile sizes, it
makes sense to provide automatic parameter searching alongside the compiler. Our strategy is to optimize aggressively but to expose the compiler’s decisions to external control. We double or triple the
performance of Gauss-Seidel relaxation and multigrid (versus an optimizing compiler without tiling
and array contraction), and we argue that ours is
the best compiler for that kind of program.
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Introduction

Many scientific kernels, such as multigrid, FFT, and
matrix multiplication, are easy to write in a page
or two of code. To get state-of-the-art performance,
however, two conditions must be met: appropriate optimizing transformations must be applied, and
∗
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Titanium

Our compiler optimizations are applicable to any language commonly used for scientific programming. As
a concrete prototype, we are using Titanium, a dialect of Java developed at Berkeley. Details of the
language are available in a reference manual [8]. Fig1

foreach (p in D)
B[p] = (4 * A[p] + A[p + [1, 0]] + A[p - [1, 0]] +
A[p + [0, 1]] + A[p - [0, 1]]) / 8;
foreach (q in D)
A[q] = B[q];
Figure 1: Example of Titanium code amenable to fusion, tiling, and array contraction.
ure 1 is a sample snippet of Titanium code.
For our purposes here, the salient language characteristics are:

loops, the parameterization allows the opportunity
to fuse the “right” number.
The space of parameters is searched using a
programmer-specified fitness criterion that is unknown to tc, the Titanium compiler. “Fitness” is
usually the time to perform some calculation. Regardless, we chose not to explicitly model register
reuse or cache behavior or other factors that tend
to correlate with the fitness of a reordering transformation. We felt it was more important to implement the transformations that might be necessary for best results and to hope that a parameter
search will eventually find favorable parameters. Inadequate transformations may be impossible to be
overcome, but inadequate estimation of parameters’
value at worst prolongs the time to reach the best
parameters. So for now, we value a set of parameters
by compiling, running, and measuring the program
being optimized.

• Titanium is an explicitly parallel dialect of Java.
• The primary form of iteration in Titanium
is foreach (p in D) S, where the iteration
space, D, is an arbitrary subset of Z N ; S is any
statement; and N is a compile-time constant. A
foreach executes its body, S, |D| times with p
bound to each element of D in an unspecified
order.

3

Tiling and Fusing Loops

We are interested in reordering loops primarily as a
means to improve temporal locality. Stencil codes
such as multigrid are our motivating example. In
multigrid many temporary values are only used once,
and good performance can be achieved only if the
bulk of those temporaries are used and discarded
without ever leaving the CPU. That typically requires fusing the loops that produce and consume a
given stream of temporaries. The way we fuse loops
is driven by dependences—usually corresponding to
the flow of data. If i iteration-space nodes in one loop
produce d data that are consumed by j iterationspace nodes in another loop then our dependencedriven approach can produce tiles with a ratio of i
nodes of the one loop to j nodes of the other.
The design goals of our reordering engine include
generality and parameterization. We also aggressively fuse and tile loops even if (cheap) runtime tests
are necessary to ensure safety: we require no static
information about loop bounds, array bounds, or array aliasing. (An always-safe version of optimistically transformed code is also generated, in case the
runtime test fails.) Parameterization allows aggressiveness to be tempered by striving to satisfy the
programmer’s fitness criterion. For example, while
the methods presented below can fuse any number of

3.1

Formalism

For an N -dimensional foreach, we define the tile
space T with tile size K to be the cross product Z N ×
{0, . . . , K − 1}. The k th step of the tile at ~x is the
point h~x, ki ∈ T . The tile at 0 means the tile at
[0, . . . , 0]. We specify a loop reordering by a total
order on T , ≺, and a bijection, C: T ↔ Z N . That
is, the codomain of C serves as the loop’s iteration
space, the domain of the loop control variable. For q
and q 0 in tile space and C(q) and C(q 0 ) in the loop’s
iteration space, define C(q) ≺ C(q 0 ) iff q ≺ q 0 . Our
implementation always uses lexicographic order on
T . A tile is a set of points h~x, 0i, . . . , h~x, K − 1i in T
or the corresponding set in the loop’s iteration space,
C(h~x, 0i), . . . , C(h~x, K − 1i).
Figure 2 illustrates the above formalism. It extends straightforwardly to the multi-loop case.
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Figure 2: Two views of a tiling with a 2x2 square tile. The tile at 0 is highlighted throughout. (a) Top:
square tiles in the iteration space. (Individual iterations not shown.) Bottom: T = Z 2 × {0, 1, 2, 3} is shown
with a star indicating each tile. The correspondence between the two spaces is roughly indicated. (b) A more
detailed view that shows individual steps. Top, the iteration space of the loop is shown with each loop iteration
drawn as a small dot. For simplicity, below we only show the tile at 0 (i.e., h[0, 0], 0i . . . h[0, 0], 3i). Part of the
correspondence, C, between the top and bottom is indicated.
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Figure 3: One way that the loops in Figure 1 can be optimized. The top shows a portion of the loops’ iteration
spaces with tiles outlined. (The first loop’s iteration space is on the left.) The tile at 0 is highlighted. Below
is tile space, Z2 × {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, with only the tile at 0 shown. Part of the correspondence between the three
spaces is indicated. The curved arrows from the left side to the right side indicate the flow of data that can
be optimized via array contraction (section 4). In each tile, the first two values written to B (in steps 0 and
3) are consumed in the very next tile (in steps 2 and 4). They can be stored in registers. The third write
to B is consumed in the next stack of tiles, potentially a long time later. It can be replaced with a write to a
1-dimensional compiler-generated temporary array.
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3.2

Inducing a Tiling

times faster with array contraction. For programs
amenable to it, the running time saved from tiling
with array contraction is frequently more than double the time saved from tiling alone.
The essential idea of our array contraction method
is illustrated by Figure 3. To contract an array we
require that for each write to it, the value is dead
within some fixed distance in tile space—e.g., the
write at h~x, ji is always dead by h~x + ~v , ki. The
distance (e.g., h~v , k − ji) determines how many values from that particular write can be live simultaneously, and therefore whether to hold those values in
scalar(s), 1-dimensional temporary array(s), . . . , or
(N − 1)-dimensional temporary array(s).
Strout et al. [26] analyze storage requirements for
an array B when there is some v such that B[p − v]
must be dead by the time B[p] is written, for all p.
The identical analysis applies to storage requirements
for array writes that we contract from N dimensions
to N − 1 dimensions, and an analogous analysis applies to the general case. Essentially, the only complication arises when some integer t > 1 divides all
components of v. Figure 4 presents a variation on
the previous example. A basic tiling of that program, Figure 5, illustrates the complication. The
array B can still be contracted, but the portion that
is contracted to scalars requires more storage than in
the previous example. Generally two values from tile
step 0 and two values from tile step 3 are live at any
moment. The logical way to store four values is in
four registers, but there are only two program points
that do the writing.
Applying Strout et al.’s analysis to our framework
yields two possible solutions in this case. First, each
array write that is contracted to a scalar can use a
circular buffer of t scalars if at most t values could
be simultaneously live. For example, with t = 2,

In this section we outline the method we use for inducing a tiling for n + 1 consecutive foreach loops,
L0 through Ln . We assume the first n loops are
already tiled and fused together, with a tile space
T = ZN × {0, . . . , K − 1}. (Tiling one loop is well understood. Repeated application of this method can
tile and fuse together any number of loops.) If successful, we output an integer K 0 > K and a correspondence between the n + 1 loops’ iteration spaces
and T 0 = ZN × {0, . . . , K 0 − 1}. Figure 3 shows sample output with K = 3 and K 0 = 6.
The basic idea is to select a point ~z ∈ Z N and
consider the situation before and after each step of
the tile at ~z . Let P (~z , k) be the subset of T that
precedes step k of the tile at ~z. For S ⊂ T , let
Ready(S) be the nodes in Ln ’s iteration space that
may legally execute if all elements of S have executed.
Our guess for the tile at ~z in the induced tiling will
include all K steps of the input’s tile at ~z , with nodes
of Ln interleaved based on when they become legal:
the input step h~z , ki will be followed by
Ready (P (~z , k) ∪ {h~z , ki}) \ Ready (P (~z , k)) .
We compare Ready (P (~z , 0)) to Ready (P (~z + e, 0)),
with e bound to each positive unit vector, to extend
our guess to other nodes of Ln .
In practice this works fabulously on stencil codes,
among others. However, the guess we generate is
only guaranteed to be legal if:
• The correspondence between Ln ’s iteration
space and the new K 0 − K steps of T 0 is a bijection, and
• The reordering violates no ordering constraints
(e.g., dependences).

B[...] = expression;

If either condition fails then we do not fuse L n with
the previous loops. The conditions are tested by constructing a Presburger formula and testing its satisfiability by invoking the Omega Library [13].
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becomes
temp1 = temp2;
temp2 = expression;

Array Contraction

and corresponding reads of B use temp1 or temp2 as
appropriate. Alternatively, one can simply increase
the tile size, as shown in Figure 6.
In general, a particular textual write that is contracted writes to a scalar, a fixed-size circular buffer
of scalars, a compiler-generated temporary array, or a

Of our storage-related optimizations, we’ll describe
array contraction, which is the most important. Arrays used as scratch space can sometimes be eliminated or dramatically reduced in size. The tiled
version of the program in figure 1 is about 1.4
5

foreach (p in D)
B[p] = (4 * A[p] + A[p + [1, 0]] + A[p - [1, 0]] +
A[p + [0, 1]] + A[p - [0, 1]]) / 8;
foreach (q in D)
A[q] = (B[q] + B[q + [0, 2]]) / 2;
Figure 4: A slightly different example amenable to array contraction—a variant of Figure 1.
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Figure 5: Illustration, in the same style as Figure 3, of Stoptifu’s default tiling of the code from Figure 4.
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Figure 6: Using a bigger tile, temporary data consumed within a given tile stack always come from the
immediately previous tile.
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fixed-size circular buffer of compiler-generated temporary arrays. We have illustrated the first three
cases by example. We apply the fourth case when
one compiler-generated (N − ξ)-dimensional temporary array is insufficient but we find some t > 1 such
that t of them is sufficient.
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five runs, presented to three significant figures. During searches the backend compiler was free to switch
between gcc and icc, but at the end of each run we
tried both, using that search’s best reported tc parameters. The baseline times are 3.73 seconds (gcc)
and 3.70 seconds (icc). With tc’s default parameters,
that improves to 2.48 seconds (gcc) and 2.36 seconds
(icc). The bottom line is a three-fold speedup.

Results

There are numerous variations on multigrid (e.g.,
Briggs [2]), and many of them are amenable to our
system of optimization. Multigrid algorithms that
spend the majority of their time performing GSRB
or other linear relaxation methods are common. Sellappa and Chatterjee [24] show a multigrid program
that spends 80% or more of its running time doing
GSRB. Using our results on rbrb9, we would improve
the performance of a program that spends 80% of its
time in GSRB by more than a factor of two.

We present results for three Titanium programs: a
1-dimensional cellular automaton simulation (ca),
Gauss-Seidel relaxation (rbrb9), and multigrid (mg).
Figure 7 presents the kernel of the first program. The
second program is based on a C++/FORTRAN implementation of Anderson’s Method of Local Corrections (MLC) by Phil Colella and Paul Hilfinger.
Their implementation performs two red-black passes
in a row in several places, and rbrb9 is just that.
(According to Sellappa and Chatterjee [24], related
codes do as many as eight in a row.) The red-blackred-black pattern is written as eight loops because
the code uses a 9-point stencil in 2D. We merge all
eight loops into one. A V-cycle of 3D multigrid,
based on Titanium code for Adaptive Mesh Refinement ([23]) by Luigi Semenzato, is our largest benchmark, mg.
Most testing was done on two PCs running GNU
Linux. One is a 866MHz Intel Pentium III Coppermine, and one is a 1.4GHz AMD Athlon Thunderbird. The latter uses both gcc and icc (Intel’s C
compiler) while the former uses gcc only. We also
present one result on a Sun Solaris UltraSPARC using gcc. (tc generates C code.) All problem sizes
were chosen to fit comfortably in main memory but
not in cache.
Without tiling and storage optimizations, but with
all other optimizations, the baseline times for ca are
7.66s for the 167MHz UltraSPARC and 2.09s for the
866MHz Pentium III (table 1). A two hour search
on the Pentium doubled the baseline performance.
Improvement on the UltraSPARC is noticeable but
less spectacular.
The benefits of decreasing memory traffic are more
pronounced on the Pentium because its processor
speed to memory speed ratio is higher. It appears
that ratio will continue to increase in the future. The
Sun also searches parameter space relatively slowly
because equivalent compilations take longer.
Table 2 presents the results for rbrb9. All results
for rbrb9 come from the minimum wall-clock time of

The program mg is interesting because it contains
several different loops that have different opportunities for optimization. The majority of the time
is spent on GSRB with a 7-point stencil in 3D, for
which no temporary storage is needed. In fact, a
naı̈ve compiler does relatively well on this code. But
loop fusion, tiling, and storage optimizations still improve mg in interesting ways.
We can contract only one array in mg. A residual is calculated and immediately used to correct the
right-hand side of the next coarser level. To expose
the temporary residual to contraction we manually
inlined part of the recursive call in the V-cycle. As
expected, our method for inducing the fusion of loops
combines “coarse” and “fine” loops in the necessary
1:8 ratio to allow contraction. Even better, it is able
to find one set of three loops that it combines in a
1:8:64 ratio.
While not as spectacular as the other results, both
array contraction and parameter search were necessary to do well. The best results were obtained by
doing a 120 hour search that was unconstrained, then
manually profiling the code and adding a further 8
hour search that only modified parameters for the
most important Titanium method in the source code
(last line of table 3). The latter search used the best
result from the 120 hour search as its initial position
in parameter space.
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/* x is the input and
/* t is a fixed table
foreach (p in d)
y[p] = t[(a * x[p d * x[p +
foreach (p in d)
z[p] = t[(a * y[p d * y[p +
foreach (p in d)
x[p] = t[(a * z[p d * z[p +

the output; y and z are temporaries. */
of M elements. */
[2]] + b * x[p - [1]] + c * x[p] +
[1]] + e * x[p + [2]]) % M];
[2]] + b * y[p - [1]] + c * y[p] +
[1]] + e * y[p + [2]]) % M];
[2]] + b * z[p - [1]] + c * z[p] +
[1]] + e * z[p + [2]]) % M];
Figure 7: Pseudocode for ca.
Effort
baseline
0h
1h
2h
4h
8h

Pentium
runtime (s)
2.09
1.41
1.08
1.04
1.02
0.983

III
op/µs
158
234
306
317
324
336

UltraSPARC
runtime (s) op/µs
7.66
8.62
6.86
9.62
6.79
9.72
6.81
9.69
6.78
9.73
6.49
10.2

Table 1: Results for ca on 866MHz Pentium III and on 167MHz UltraSPARC. The 0h line shows running
times after compiling with tc’s default parameters. Longer searches yielded no further improvement. The
problem size was five times larger on the Pentium.

Effort
baseline
0h
120h
120h
120h

Array
contraction
no
yes
no
yes
variable

Runtime after
search
with gcc with icc
3.73
3.70
2.48
2.36
1.49
1.44
1.42
1.34
1.30
1.22

MFLOPS
90.8
142
233
251
275

Table 2: Results for rbrb9 on 1.4GHz Athlon. For all three searches, the C compiler used was free to switch
between gcc and icc. At the end, whatever parameters were selected were used with each C compiler, for
comparison purposes. Array contraction slows compilation, so varying it (last line) leads to a wider search
through parameter space than forcing it to be enabled (second to last line).
Effort
baseline
0h
120h
. . . +8h

runtime (s)
2.72
2.62
2.17
2.01

MFLOPS
100
104
125
135

Table 3: Results for mg on 1.4GHz Athlon Thunderbird.
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6
6.1

Related Work

able. Third, we subject many compiler parameters
to external control. Parameters include tile sizes and
what optimizations to apply, among others. SUIF
picks parameters statically.
A version of the D Compiler System aggressively
fuses loops and reorders array storage (Ding and
Kennedy [5]). Their technique is even more aggressive than ours in some respects. However, their system has two limitations that hinder its ability to
transform multigrid codes: it can only fuse loops in
a one-to-one ratio, and it does no array contraction.
Strout et al. introduced universal occupancy vectors as a way to express equivalence classes among an
array’s indices [26]. An array can be contracted if the
compiler determines that at any time only one array
element per equivalence class can be live. However,
only one dimension of an array can be contracted, because two array indices are in the same equivalence
class if and only if they differ by some multiple of the
universal occupancy vector. Our new variant of array
contraction can contract an array to any combination
of lower-dimensional arrays and scalars. Even in the
case where contracting one dimension of an array is
prima facie optimal, our system can often contract
most of the array to a fixed number of scalars. This
is explained in section 4, and illustrated in Figure 3.
Song et al. describe a compiler that combines
loop shifting, loop fusion, and array contraction [25].
Tiling is not done: a given loop’s iterations are performed in the same order as specified in the FORTRAN source code. Furthermore, loop shifting is
a blunt tool for exposing loop fusion opportunities.
The advantage they gain by limiting the set of possible transformations is that selecting a transformation
at compile time can be reduced to solving a network
flow problem. Our compiler provides a richer set of
transformations, but probably runs slower. We accept that trade-off because some programs we care
about, including multigrid, require the richer set of
transformations to run fast.
Thies et al. [27] describe a unified mathematical
framework for analyzing the tradeoffs between parallelism and storage allocation in a parallelizing compiler. Their work is based on Strout et al.’s universal occupancy vectors, and shares some of the same
limitations. In particular, their system can at best
contract one dimension of an array.
Kodukula et al. describe a system that fuses loops
aggressively and performs hierarchical tiling [17].
Their system works by grouping all loop iterations

Optimization by Hand

Studies of manually rewritten source programs have
demonstrated optimizations that are quite similar to
what we have done. Manual optimization of sequential multigrid and related codes is primarily focused
on moving each datum from or to memory as infrequently as possible (Carter et al. [4]; Douglas et
al. [6]; Sellappa and Chatterjee [24]). Most intermediate results are written once and read once, and in
naı̈ve code those data go all the way to main memory
and back. Multiple passes of, for example, GaussSeidel relaxation, can be merged together, which allows the majority of the intermediate results never
to leave the CPU. A write to memory followed much
later by a read from memory becomes a write to
and read from a register, thereby reducing cache and
memory usage and the dynamic instruction count.
Fusing loops and optimizing the use of storage is precisely the focus of our compiler work.

6.2

Compilers’ Tiling and Storage Optimizations

The compilers that perform tiling are too numerous
to list. The SUIF project and its relatives have contributed much over the years, including the awardwinning 1991 paper by Wolf and Lam [30] and Blocking and Array Contraction Across Arbitrarily Nested
Loops Using Affine Partitioning by Lim et al. [20].
The SUIF system is one of several capable of representing the reorderings that our system can generate,
but under what circumstances it would select them
is unclear.
There are three main differences between the SUIF
projects and our work. First, their primary focus
is on automatic parallelization, whereas Titanium is
an explicitly parallel language. We start from the
assumption that any parallel program or sequential
program should have highly efficient sequential code
at its heart. The key to our approach is to fuse loops
as tightly as possible; the key to their approach is to
minimize the degree of synchronization in automatically parallelized code [19]. Second, we do more array
contraction. SUIF does array contraction only in the
case where the array can be contracted to a scalar
variable [20]. Both their own work and the aforementioned manual optimization work indicate that
a more general form of array contraction is prefer10

that touch a given parallelogram of a given array,
which can work well for dense linear algebra. However, it relies on the assumption that one array can
provide a one-to-one mapping to—and thus a tiling
of—all loops’ iteration spaces. Therefore, as they
mention, their system cannot handle stencil codes
such as Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel. Another difference is
that we place more emphasize on storage optimizations.
For simplicity, we have only investigated tilings
that tile all space with a single tile. More complicated reordering techniques include Flynn Hummel et al.’s “fractiling,” a method that uses tilings
with many different tile sizes [9]; and Jin et al.’s
“recursive prismatic time skewing,” which thus far
has only been demonstrated in a hand-optimization
study [12]. We are considering incorporating such
techniques into our system.

6.3

with search.
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Conclusion

The compiler optimizations we do yield the best
available approximation to state-of-the-art handoptimization techniques for multigrid. We apply
them aggressively even in some cases where runtime
tests are necessary to ensure safety. In combination with a parameter search via simulated annealing,
simple codes yield great performance. We also view
this work as a step towards “PHiPAC for any source
program.”
Acknowledgement. We’d like to thank the six
anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments on
the original submission.
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